The binding of aurovertin to isolated F1 (mitochondrial ATPase).
1. Isolated F1 contains 14.9% N, indicating the presence of at least 8% non-protein material. The Lowry method, standardized with bovine serum albumin, correctly measures the protein content. 2. An extinction coefficient of 28.5 mM-1.cm-1 at 367.5 nm was found for aurovertin D in ethanol. 3. The fluorescence enhancement of aurovertin bound to F1 at pH 7.5 was found to be more than 100-fold. 4. Binding parameters calculated from the fluorescence enhancement with fixed F1 and variable aurovertin concentrations, and vice versa, indicate two binding sites per F1 molecule. 5. The fluorescence data are not readily interpreted on the basis of successive binding of aurovertin by 3-component binding reactions of the form E + A in equilibrium EA, but fit closely a model of two non-interacting sites binding aurovertin in a 4-component reaction, EF + A in equilibrium EA + F, with an equilibrium constant of about 2.